
8. (c) Prove thafthe multiplicative goup ofnonzero elements
ofa finite field is cyclic. E

(d) IfE is a finite separable exteasion ofa field F, then
prove that E is a simple extension ofF. g

UMT-V

9. (a) Find the Galois groups G(K/e) of the following
extensionsKofe:

ar r = q(6,751
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Nolc :-Solve any ONE question from each turit.

UNIT-I
l. (a) Prove rhat :

(i) The characteristic roots ofa HermitiaD matrix
are real.

(ii) The characteristic roots of a unitary matrix are
ofunitmoddus. t

@) Detcrmine the eigen values and the corresponding
eigen veclors ofthe malrix :

o)

10. (c)

(d)

rii) K - e {a). where o ="or[2-I) ,.. (2n\
t r/ t.,nl.l 

./

(rii) K is the splitting fietd ofx{ - 3x, + 46e[y].

2+3+3:8
Prove lhal fix) c F[x I is solvable b1 radicals over
F iff ils spliting field E over F has solvable Calois
group G(E/F). 8

Let E be the splitting field ofx" - a e F[x]. Then
prove that G(E/F) is solvable group. g

Define Cyclotomic polynomial. prove that the
cyclotomic polynomials {"(x) are irreducible
ovet Z 2+6=g t -6 2

-4
8
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2. (c) hove that the eigen vectors cor€sponding to distinct

eigen values ofa matrix are linearly independent
8

Let A be a 7x7 matrix with minimal polynomial

M(x): (x? - 2x +5) (x -3)1. Find all possihle rationnl

caronical forms ofA. I
UNIT.II

Find canonical form ofthe matrix :

UNIT-III

Let FqEqK be fields lf [K : E] < co and

[E: F] < m then Prove that:

(i) [K : F] <.o

(ii) [K: F] = [K: E][E :F]. I

Show that :

G) x'-x-l eQ[x]

(n) x'+8 eQlxl

are ireducible over Q. 4+4=8

Let P(x) be an irreducible polynomial in F[x] Then

prove that there cxists an exteDsion E ofF in which

p(x) has a root. It

Lel F be a field. Then prove thal ihere exists an

algebraically closed held K contai ng F as a sub

field. 8

5. (a)

(d)

3 (a)

6-22
-23
2 I -3

1 03
2 -2

-2 3

0

(b)

6. (c)

4

Also find rank and signature ofA S

(b) Prove that the ranges of values of two congruent

quadratic folms are the sa,ne' 8

(c) Prove that lwo real quadratic forms in n variables

are real equivalent iffthey have the sarne rank and

index (or signature). I
(d) Reduce thc fotlowing quadratic form to oanonical

form and find its rank arld signature

(d)

'7

UMT.IV

(a) Prove that any finite held F with p" eleme[ts is thc

splitting field ofxP" x e Fr[x1. CorseQuentlY, anY

two finite fields with fl elements are isomorphic
8

(b) lf the multiplicative group F' of nonzero elements of

a field F is cyclic , lhen prove that F is linite I
8

3
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